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Summary of project

Findings

Working with the 4Schools team at Durham University’s
Palace Green Library and the National Archives Education
Service, I have been investigating methods of scaffolding and
support to allow students and teachers to gain confidence in
using original documents.

I began my research with a survey of teachers and students,
investigating the common barriers faced in trying to use
documents in the classroom. While many were worried about
time pressures and the contextual understanding of their
students, difficulties with older language and handwritings,
and access to sources were major concerns.

I have designed new reference guides, transcripts and digital
resources, including audio clips and digital maps, to provide a
variety of avenues into using documents in our collections
which could be replicated by other libraries and archives. All
of these resources are designed to develop skills and
increase the independent studies of younger students.
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New Resources

Our service already aims to help this latter worry through
digitised document based learning resources. Our themed
collections offer curated selections of documents based on a
curriculum theme, allowing teachers to choose from a source
pack of key documents related to the time or issue they are
teaching. Similarly, our enquiry based lessons ask students to
examine documents with suggested tasks that allow them to
develop their own ideas about history from the evidence. We
supply transcripts alongside each of the documents, however
more could be done to make these accessible for teachers
and students.
Having explored the available literature I discovered that
there are very few resources on palaeography aimed at
younger students and set about making guides to help our
students with key documents in our workshops. With a simple
reference sheet students were able to decode a document far
more easily with a clear sense of enjoyment and satisfaction
in the process. I have also developed a prototype glossed
transcript, keeping as much of the original document as
possible with running summaries alongside to improve
understanding of more difficult language and grammar.

These new resources will be tested in our onsite workshops
in the coming months with the view of adapting our online
resources to fit this more accessible format. Find out more
about these on our blog: http://bit.ly/2kynikL
We are currently increasing the amount of multimedia content
associated with our resources, with video introductions to
some documents offering a sense of their size and bindings
beyond a flat digital image, and audio files allowing students
to listen along to key Elizabethan documents as they read.
I am working with Durham to create resources based on their
archival collections for use in school workshops. We hope
this will encourage other research libraries to make digitised
materials accessible for younger age groups to build the skills
of young historians working with documents before they
reach university. If you are interested, please do get in touch.
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